An ab initio protein structure prediction procedure, TOUCHSTONE, was applied to all 85 small proteins of the Mycoplasma genitalium genome. TOUCHSTONE is based on a Monte Carlo refinement of a lattice model of proteins, which uses threading-based tertiary restraints. Such restraints are derived by extracting consensus contacts and local secondary structure from at least weakly scoring structures that, in some cases, can lack any global similarity to the sequence of interest. Selection of the native fold was done by using the convergence of the simulation from two different conformational search schemes and the lowest energy structure by a knowledge-based atomic-detailed potential. Among the 85 proteins, for 34 proteins with significant threading hits, the template structures were reasonably well reproduced. Of the remaining 51 proteins, 29 proteins converged to five or fewer clusters. In the test set, 84.8% of the proteins that converged to five or fewer clusters had a correct fold among the clusters. If this statistic is simply applied, 24 proteins (84.8% of the 29 proteins) may have correct folds. Thus, the topology of a total of 58 proteins probably has been correctly predicted. Based on these results, ab initio protein structure prediction is becoming a practical approach. T he critical step in the utilization of the genome sequencing information is to assign the functions of the gene products of each genome; in this regard, protein structure can play an important role (1). With more than 60 genomes completely sequenced, several studies have predicted protein tertiary structures on a genome scale with the goal of annotating the function of the ORFs (2, 3) and investigating the distribution of protein folds among organisms (4, 5). These studies used sequence comparison methods (2, 4, 5), threading (3, 6), or homology modeling (7-9). Although powerful, they will inevitably fail if the structure of the sequence of interest has not been seen before. In contrast, an ab initio method does not explicitly use a previously determined structure, so that it in principle could predict novel protein structures. This category of protein structure prediction has become more feasible in recent years especially for small proteins, which are up to 150 residues. One of the main reasons is the development of sophisticated ways of using known protein structures. For example, the ROSETTA method proposed by Baker and coworkers (10) explicitly uses structural fragments extracted from the structural database, whereas TOUCHSTONE uses tertiary restraints derived from threading results (11). Both methods have been tested with large test sets and also in blind prediction contests (12, 13). In a similar spirit, we apply our ab initio structure prediction procedure, TOUCH-STONE, to predict the tertiary structure of all the small proteins in the Mycoplasma genitalium genome.
T he critical step in the utilization of the genome sequencing information is to assign the functions of the gene products of each genome; in this regard, protein structure can play an important role (1) . With more than 60 genomes completely sequenced, several studies have predicted protein tertiary structures on a genome scale with the goal of annotating the function of the ORFs (2, 3) and investigating the distribution of protein folds among organisms (4, 5) . These studies used sequence comparison methods (2, 4, 5) , threading (3, 6) , or homology modeling (7) (8) (9) . Although powerful, they will inevitably fail if the structure of the sequence of interest has not been seen before. In contrast, an ab initio method does not explicitly use a previously determined structure, so that it in principle could predict novel protein structures. This category of protein structure prediction has become more feasible in recent years especially for small proteins, which are up to 150 residues. One of the main reasons is the development of sophisticated ways of using known protein structures. For example, the ROSETTA method proposed by Baker and coworkers (10) explicitly uses structural fragments extracted from the structural database, whereas TOUCHSTONE uses tertiary restraints derived from threading results (11) . Both methods have been tested with large test sets and also in blind prediction contests (12, 13) . In a similar spirit, we apply our ab initio structure prediction procedure, TOUCH-STONE, to predict the tertiary structure of all the small proteins in the Mycoplasma genitalium genome.
Methods
The TOUCHSTONE Procedure. TOUCHSTONE uses the SICHO (side chain only) model, where the protein is represented as a lattice chain connecting the side-chain centers of mass (14) . TOUCHSTONE uses two kinds of restraints derived from threading to restrict the conformational search space. The first and most important are the side-chain contact predictions obtained from a threading algorithm, PROSPECTOR (15) , where consensus contacts are extracted from multiple templates even if the associated score significance is weak. As shown in CASP4 (13) , the methodology can assemble novel folds from contacts extracted from sequences that do not have the same global fold as its native state. The second class of restraints are the local distance restraints derived from multiple sequence alignments and the threading of short sequence fragments that play the role of a kind of geometric type of secondary structure prediction scheme. To search conformational space, the replica exchange (RE) Monte Carlo method (16) is used. Fifty to 70 independent simulations were run for each protein, and the trajectories were clustered to establish the degree of convergence (17) .
We also use a Monte Carlo sampling scheme, parallel hyperbolic sampling (PHS), to obtain another independent set of trajectories (18) ; subsequently, consensus cluster centroids obtained by RE and PHS are reported, thereby increasing the ability to identify the correct tertiary fold. In the PHS Monte Carlo sampling, the energy of a conformation of the protein is transformed in the following way during the simulation to smooth the energy landscape:
E Ն E 0 , and
where E 0 and E are the original protein energy of the current and next structure, respectively. Forty replicas are run at a distinct fixed temperature, and two replicas are swapped at the acceptance probability:
Finally, a heavy-atom knowledge-based potential (19) is used to rank-order the structures generated in the simulation. The structures generated from the simulations are rebuilt at atomic detail. Then the lowest energy structure in each cluster and nonclustered structures are subject to rank by the atomic potential.
If ab initio protein structure prediction is to be useful, it is critical to establish a confidence level for the prediction quality.
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Previously, using a representative 65-test protein set, we have shown that the number of residue contact restraints derived from threading and the number of obtained clusters are reliable indicators of the likelihood of a successful prediction (11) . In the test cases, 84.8% of the cases (28 of 33 proteins) when the number of obtained clusters is five or fewer, there is a correct fold [rms deviation (rmsd) 6.5 Å or less to the native structure] obtained as one of the centroids of the clusters. Moreover, in 26 of the 33 cases when the number of predicted contacts is 100% or more relative to the length of the protein, 23 cases (88.5%) had correct folds.
Selection of the best structure (the one closest to the native fold) out of all of the generated clusters was done by using the convergence of the simulation of PHS and RE and the atomicdetailed potential. In our previous study designed to benchmark the method (18) , choosing the closest cluster generated from RE and PHS sampling was an effective way to pick up the best fold from a pool of cluster centroid. For the 65 benchmark proteins, in the 43 cases (66.2%), the closest consensus cluster between PHS and RE corresponded to the best cluster (in terms of rmsd to the native structure). This pair of clusters has the minimum relative rmsd (mrrmsd) between them. As for the atomicdetailed potential, in the benchmark set, when the near-native structures do form a cluster, in 47 proteins, this procedure also picked those good candidates in the top five; furthermore it identified three near-native structures that don't belong to any cluster for three other proteins. We emphasize that the approach is fully automated and does not require any manual intervention for structure generation or selection.
Structural Comparison to Representative Proteins.
For all of the obtained clusters, structurally similar fragments in representative proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (20) were searched. The representative protein set is selected by the sequence identity criteria (35%), including 2,927 entries. The dynamic programming algorithm was used in iterative way to superimpose two protein structures to extract structurally similar fragments. Therefore the selected fragments by the algorithm can have gaps. The Z score of the rrmsd, which is less sensitive to protein size, was used to measure statistical significance of the structural similarity (21).
Results and Discussion
M. genitalium is predicted to have 484 proteins and has the smallest known genome of any free-living organism (22) . Here, we have examined the 85 small proteins less than 150 amino residues in length because our ab initio prediction method performs best when applied to such small proteins. Of the 85 small proteins, 51 have annotated functions in the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) (23) and GTOP (Genomes TO Protein structures and functions) (24) databases, whereas 50 are annotated in COG (Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins) (25) (KEGG and GTOP annotates M211.1 as ''holosynthase'' but COG doesn't give any annotation). These databases include 37 ribosomal proteins and two subunits of ATP synthase. These subunit proteins were also folded by the same procedure, but problems might be expected for those proteins whose structure in the isolated monomer differs from that in the complex.
Fold Assignments by Sequence Comparison and Threading. Fig. 1 shows the number of obtained clusters for each of the 85 proteins, and Fig. 2 shows the number of predicted contact restraints and the number of clusters obtained in the simulation. Among the 85 proteins, the tertiary structure of 34 can be also assigned by sequence comparison or by threading with rather high confidence. These 34 are listed separately in Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2. PSI-BLAST (26) and FASTA (27) were used as the sequence comparison methods to search the PDB with an E value of 0.01 as the threshold. For threading, PROSPECTOR (15) was used with a Z-score threshold of 10.0, with the more positive Z score being the more significant. Using these criteria, FASTA and PSI-BLAST combined identified homologous PDB structures for 27 proteins, and PROSPECTOR obtained folds for 34 proteins of which the FASTA-or PSI-BLAST-identified proteins are a subset.
Although none of the native structures of the 85 proteins have been experimentally determined, it is possible to examine the performance of the prediction procedure for the 34 cases identified from threading. Among them, 20 proteins converged to five or fewer clusters. As shown in Table 1 , in all but two cases (MG087 and MG175), when a protein has a threading template hit, at least one of the cluster centroids obtained from the simulations has the same fold as the predicted threaded structure with at least 60% of the structures aligned, or 60% coverage (the ratio of the maximum length of the fragment whose rmsd to the threading template structure is not larger than 6.5 Å, relative to the entire length of the protein).
One of the two cases, the C-terminal 60 residues of 1fjfM, which is the predicted template structure of MG175, does not have a stable structure. The best rmsd of the N-terminal domain Fig. 1 . The number of clusters obtained for the 85 proteins. The subset of proteins whose fold can be also assigned by sequence comparison (FASTA and PSI-BLAST, using an E value 0.01) or a threading method (PROSPECTOR, Z score Ͼ10) are shown separately: cross hatched, by threading; black bar, by FASTA or PSI-BLAST. All of the latter cases are included in the former.
Fig. 2.
The number of obtained clusters by RE with respect to the number of the predicted contacts from threading results. Nc, the number of contacts; L, the length of the chain. F, proteins whose fold can be assigned by FASTA or PSI-BLAST; ‚, those whose fold can be assigned by threading but not by FASTA nor PSI-BLAST; ᮀ, the rest of the proteins.
(66 residues) is 6.1 Å. For another, 1fjfL, the template hit of MG087, has a 26-residue-long dangling N-terminal tail and C-terminal six-residue-long tail that is similarly impossible to reproduce. Excluding both tails, the best coverage is 78.3%. Note that 1fjfM and 1fjfL, together with several other proteins, are part of the 30S ribosomal subunit. Besides these three proteins, the 1div (MG093), 1fjf I (MG417), J (MG150), K (MG176), N (MG164), S (MG155), 1a91 (MG404), 1eg0K (081), 1hueA (MG353), 1aonO (MG393), 1a32 (MG424), and 1bxeA (MG156) templates also have dangling structures that were not reproduced well (the corresponding genes are shown in parentheses). Furthermore, 1div, the template hit of MG093, is a two-domain structure. Because our ab initio potential contains a compactness term that forces the protein to adopt a single domain structure, it is impossible to predict a two-domain structure using the current methodology. But the structures of both of the two domains are independently reproduced quite well (rmsd of the N-terminal domain of 50 residues is 4.0 Å, and rmsd of C-terminal domain 85 residues is 4.5 Å).
In many cases, the obtained cluster centroids include pairs of topological mirror-image structures, where the chirarity of turns is reversed, but helices, if present, are right-handed. The radius of gyration of the cluster centroids does not differ by much, most of the cases differ by Ϯ1%. Usually, these cluster centroids share the same local substructures, but their global assembly is different.
We also examined the relationship between the mrrmsd from PHS and RE sampling and the coverage of these 34 proteins. The average coverage of 23 proteins whose mrrmsd is not more than 1.5 Å is 87.6%. The average coverage increases to 91.1% when 1.0 Å was taken as threshold of mrrmsd (15 proteins) . If the number of clusters is combined, namely, the average coverage of 14 proteins having no more than five obtained clusters, and whose mrrmsd is not more 1.5 Å, improves to 89.2%. The average percentage of the number of the contact restraints relative to the length of the proteins in these three cases is 137.6%, 144.3%, and 150.8%, respectively, indicating that the more contact restraints are the better the simulations converge, and in many cases, they converge to the correct fold. The correlation coefficient of the percentage of restraints and the coverage is 0.56. There are four proteins with an unknown function included in these 34 proteins, namely MG129, MG219, MG353, and MG449. In Fig. 3 , the predicted structures of these four proteins are shown.
Proteins Without Threading Templates. Also shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are 51 proteins for which our threading method doesn't find a structural match. Among them, 29 proteins have five or fewer clusters obtained from RE sampling. Predicted structures of four representative proteins (MG059, MG158, MG232, MG335.1) are shown in Fig. 4 together with the list of structurally similar fragments of real proteins in Table 2 . The atomic-detailed potential was also used to select a probable correct fold among the obtained clusters. The number of predicted contact restraints of MG158 and MG232 are more than 100% relative to their sequence length, which may indicate that one of the obtained clusters is correct. The simulation of MG158 by RE converged to three clusters, and the structure shown in Fig. 4 has the lowest energy by the atomic-detailed potential among the cluster centroids. MG232 converged to four clusters, and the structure shown also has the lowest energy by the atomic-detailed potential and the smallest mrrmsd (2.1 Å). Both MG059 and MG198 converged to three clusters and their structures shown have the lowest energy by the atomic-detailed potential and the smallest mrrmsd (2.2 Å and 1.5 Å, respectively). MG335.1 converged to four clusters, and the structure shown has the second lowest energy by the atomic-detailed potential and the smallest mrrmsd (0.6 Å). The N-terminal 28 residues (the first helix and its Predicted structures of MG059 (small protein B homolog) (A), MG158 (50S ribosomal protein L16) (B), MG198 (50S ribosomal protein L20) (C), MG232 (50S ribosomal protein L21) (D), and MG335.1 (function unknown) (E). The functional annotations in parentheses are according to KEGG database. N terminus of the protein is colored blue, and the C terminus is red. Similar structures to the consensus cluster centroid between RE and PHS are searched in PDB. Detected fragments were sorted by their relative rmsd Z scores. A representative set of proteins that do not have more than 35% sequence similarity between each other was used. The numbers in parentheses next to the PDB code are the length of the chain. CATH code: protein fold classification code in CATH database (12) . -denotes that the protein has not been included in CATH yet. Proteins that have the same first three numbers in CATH code were eliminated in this table.
N-terminus franking region) of MG335.1 are predicted to be transmembrane region by TSEG (28) , so that this region may have a stretched rather than the bent form in the picture. The predicted structures for all 85 proteins can be found at http:͞͞ bioinformatics.danforthcenter.org͞services͞mgabinitio.html. (1)] (the number of predicted transmembrane regions is shown in parentheses) predicted by TSEG (28) . In principle, the current method cannot be applied to transmembrane proteins because all of the potentials are extracted from water-soluble, globular proteins. But all but two membrane proteins (MG233 and MG129) have distinct long (presumably transmembrane) helices that consistently occur in all of the cluster centroids. Two proteins have significant threading hits: MG129 has 1iba as its threading hit for its nontransmembrane domain, and MG404 has 1a91, which is a transmembrane subunit C of F 1 F 0 ATPase. Note that some of the transmembrane segments are too long so that they are bent in our predicted structure because of the compactness term in the potential.
Structural Match in the PDB. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the structurally similar fragments found in the PDB for each of the cluster centroids (both from RE and PHS). Strikingly, most of the cluster centroids have similar fragments in the PDB of significant length (on average 84.7 residues), regardless of how accurate (closest to native) the predicted structure is. In most cases, a given cluster centroid has structurally similar fragments that cover more than 60% of the given (and not necessarily correct, namely native) structure. This observation has two important consequences: First, our methodology produces protein-like structures even if the global topology is incorrect (which implies that the generic potentials in our force field generate protein-like environments). Moreover, even if the predicted structure has very similar fragments (60 -120 residues in length) in the PDB, this fact does not allow us to conclude that the predicted structure is correct or that the protein with that predicted structure has a functional similarity with the proteins found in the PDB. We also have analyzed the structural similarity between real protein structures in the PDB and obtained a similar plot, as in Fig. 5 . Indeed, one could see from Table 2 that functions of structurally similar proteins are diverse. By the same reason, we could not assign biological function of 34 proteins with no annotation with confidence. To infer function from the structural similarity of a part of its global structure, one has to identify the functionally important residues (1, 29) .
Conclusion
We have applied our ab initio protein structure prediction procedure, TOUCHSTONE, to all of the small proteins in the M. genitalium genome. For the 85 proteins, 34 have obvious structure templates found by the threading method. For the remaining 51 proteins, RE simulation trajectories for 29 proteins converged to five or fewer clusters. If we naively apply the statistics of the test proteins (11), 84.8% of them, namely 24 proteins, may have correct folds. Thus, the topology of a total of 58 proteins (24 plus 34 proteins with threading templates) probably have been correctly predicted as one of the cluster centroids.
As the international structural genomics projects (30) progress, eventually almost all protein folds will be solved experimentally. At face value, there is an argument that threading methods may become predominant under such circumstances. Nevertheless, as this process occurs, ab initio folding will also benefit from the expansion of the structural database by improvement in the potentials and the contact prediction. In addition, in the interim it can be used to identify proteins having novel folds. As shown in CASP3 (12) and more recently in CASP4 (13) for the difficult targets, ab initio folding methods produce better models than threading method. Along this line, sparse NMR-derived restraints crosslinks (e.g., disulfide bonds) or other rapidly obtained experimental information can be effectively used to increase the yield and quality of native-like structures (14) .
Based on the studies here, as well as previous benchmarking (8, 14) , it is safe to conclude that our ab initio folding method is now of practical use. Although the method may not always be successful, it does yield native clusters a significant fraction of the time. However, because it does a good job of generating proteinlike environments, just because a structurally related fragment is found in the structural database does not imply that it can be used for fold identification, much less for function assignment. Thus, selection of the structurally similar fragment cannot be solely used for the fold selection. Therefore, we have used a knowledge-based atomic-detailed potential and also checked the convergence of the two different series (RE and PHS) of simulations. Top five fragments are selected for each cluster centroid (both from RE and PHS) according to the Z score of rrmsd (19) . The rmsd of the fragments with respect of the fraction of their length to that of the proteins is shown.
